
 

Field Staff Application 

Thanks for your interest in becoming a part of the Rack Daddies Field Staff team! Our 
field staff is made up of dudes and gals all the way from Oklahoma to New York, and 
our main goal with this group is to just share the same love of the outdoors with our 
fellow outdoorsman. We are looking for folks who are willing to stay very active in this 
group and help grow the RD brand! Our main goal is to push our RD YouTube channel 
by sharing with your friends, family and socials, but also to push the RD apparel as 
well. Of course this comes with benefits for you too, we offer discounts for most of our 
sponsors and a big 30% off on anything RD online as well. If you film your hunts, 
there’s a possibility we use your footage on the show as well too! Again though, I will 
always say the biggest part of this field staff is the friendships made. We have two lead 
field staff members who are in charge of the group, Kyle Heckert and Austin Piety, who 
will monitor the group and will be there to answer any questions! Hope to talk to ya'll 
soon! 		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 - Axel Hartman


Name: ____________________________      County & State: _________________________


Do you film your hunts?      Yes / No      Main Species you hunt: ____________________


Are you on pro-staff with any other companies?      Yes / No


*If Yes to last question, what companies?: ________________________________________


Instagram handle: ________________________   Facebook: _________________________


To turn this in and make it easy on you, just snap a picture of this (or screenshot if you 
do it online) and email to fieldstaff@rackdaddies.com. We will get back to you in a few 
weeks, best of luck in the woods or on the water!


